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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS
The TJA is published three times a year. Original contributions relevant to organ and tissue
donation and transplantation are invited. Manuscripts should be submitted to the Editor by
email (TJAeditor@tna.asn.au) or via the TNA website (www.tna.asn.au).
COPYRIGHT
The TJA does not hold copyright. As such, authors are permitted to re-publish their work.
However, authors must disclose to other Editors that parts of their manuscripts have been
previously published.
MANUSCRIPT OUTLINE
Research, audit, survey or project report
• Title;
• Abstract;
• Introduction (why did you start?);
• Methods (what did you do and how did you do it?);
• Results (what did you find?);
• Discussion (what does it mean?);
• Conclusion, including study limitations and recommendations for further research;
• References.
These headings can be altered to suit the type of study you have completed and your
personal style.
Article, literature review, conference paper
• Title;
• Abstract;
• Introduction;
• Discussion – include appropriate subheadings and reference to the literature;
• Conclusion/recommendations;
• References.
Clinical case study
The focus of these papers is patient care and their scope is unlimited. A sample format
follows:
• Title;
• Abstract;
• Introduction;
• Presentation of the case including nursing care and medical treatment;
• Nursing outcomes/ implications;
• Conclusion/recommendations;
• References.
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Unit review and nurse/co-ordinator profile
• Title;
• Introduction;
• Unit, nurse or coordinator description;
• Future directions;
• Conclusion;
• References (if applicable).
• Include pictures.
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION
Title Page
• Title
• Complete author’s names & credentials
• Corresponding author’s name, address, phone number and e-mail.
Abstract
• 100 – 250 words
Manuscript
• 1500 – 5000 words
• Pages numbered, not including title page
• Double-spaced, including references
• Title on page one but no author identification.
References
Follow American Medical Association style. This includes the following:
• All references must be cited in numerical order in text (as superscript numbers)and listed
in that order in reference list.
• Unpublished papers, personal communication place in text, not in references.
Tables, Graphs, Figures
• Labelled and numbered
• Referenced in order in body of paper
• Each on a separate page at the end of the manuscript
• Permission/reference included if published elsewhere.
Ethics
Manuscripts reporting research involving humans must include in the text a statement that the
research was approved by a research ethics review committee.
SUBMISSION
• Submit manuscripts to the Editor as word document.
• Manuscripts are subject to independent review by at least two peers.
• When the manuscript has been reviewed, usually within 2 months, the editor will advise the
first author whether it has been accepted for publication or if revision is recommended.
• Authors looking to publish in the TJA are invited to contact the Editor or members of the
Editorial Board.
• Support and guidance at any stage of manuscript preparation is provided upon request.
• Deadlines are set by the Editor.
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